Cracking the code on how to decipher Lyme symptoms and treat them with pure, effective, safe and easy to learn psychological intervention remedies precisely to the right spot in the right.

By applying these simple methods, healing is often possible where conventional methods have failed. This course is a gift for all practitioners to incorporate the mind body connection in their modality of practice.

Learn these practical yet powerful tools and explore the most frequent hidden causes of chronic illness:

- Unresolved trans-generational ancestral trauma in the client’s family.
- Pain and conflict carried over from the past.
- The effect family members & friends can have on health
- Mental field effects of others on you
- Genogram development and its practical application
- Bert Hellinger's systemic psychology and constellation work with evening workshops!
- Dr. Klinghardt's Psychokinesiology and brief healing visualizations.

If you cannot attend, Order the DVD Set – ask for the catalog info@klinghardtacademy